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INTRODUCTION

➢ In the first Delhi was the 
capital of tomara raj puts 
in the mid 12th cent.(get 
defeated by Chauhan's  
(Ajmer).

➢ Delhi  became an 
important  commercial 
Centre under tomaras 

and Chauhan’s.

Delhi  
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➢ Jaina merchants 
created many 
temples,  coins 

which was called 
dahiwal.

➢ Delhi contains many 
cities and it has its 
own history of 
annexation. 
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dahiwal temples
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❖ The rulers of Delhi  

➢  Tomaras                     Early twelfth century-1165

 

➢  Ananga Pala                            1130-1145 

 

➢ Chauhan's 1165-1192 

➢ Prithvi  raj  Chauhan                   1175-1192

RAJPUT DYNASTIES 
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EARLY TURKISH RULERS 1206-
1290

➢ Qutbuddin Aybak                        1206-1210

 

➢ Shamsuddin I ltutmish                 1210-1236 

➢ Raziyya 1236-1240

➢ Ghiyasuddin Balban                     1266-1287
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KHALJI DYNASTY 1290-1320 

➢ Jalaluddin Khalj i                            1290-1296

➢ Alauddin Khalj i                              1296-1316

TUGHLUQ DYNASTY  1320-1414

➢ Ghiyasuddin Tughluq                         1320-1324

➢ Muhammad Tughluq                           1324-1351 

➢ F iruz Shah Tughluq                            1351-1388
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SAYYID DYNASTY 1414-1451 

➢ Khizr Khan                             1414-1421 

LODI DYNASTY 1451-1526 

➢ Bahlul Lodi                              1451-1489 
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Finding Out about the Delhi 
Sultans 

➢ Persian was use as a language under Delhi 
sultan and we can see many historical 
inscriptions, coins, architecture.

➢ Tarikh (singular )tawarikh (plural ) 
written in Persian.

➢ Authors of tawarikh were learned men's,  

secretaries,  administrators,  poets 

and court iers (they advice rulers)eV
idy

art
hi
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➢ Pers ian 

language  

was  

detected  

with  the  

help  of  

these  

inscr ipt ions  

co ins  and  

monuments
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tawarikh Persian
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Authors of tawarikh

administratorspoets secretaries
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Important box
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➢ Tawarikh  authors lived in cities (Delhi) 
no villages. Use to write histories for 
sultans to get rewards in return.

➢ In 1236 sultan Iltutmish ‘s daughter 
raziyya  became sultan along with 
Minaj  I Siraj exclaimed that she is 
more able than her brothers.

➢ She was removed from the throne in 
1240 as nobles and Siraj were not happy 
finding a girl on a throne as a ruler.eV
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Minhaj  I  S irajRaziyya sultan
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From Garrison Town to Empire: The 
Expansion of the Delhi Sultanate

➢ Early 18th cent.delhi sultanate didn’t 
took any risk, didn’t went before the 
garrisoned towns.

➢  instead of that Sultan controlled the 
hinterland  instead.

➢ Controlling garrison towns in distant 
Bengal  and sind from Delhi  was 
difficult. eV

idy
art
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Garrison towns hinterland
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➢ He was unable to make a 
communication due to bad weather, 
war, rebellion.

➢ Delhi ‘s authority was threatened by 
Mongol  invading Afghanistan and 
from governors who can rebel on sultans 
time of sultan’s weakness.

➢ Later it was taken by ghiyasuddin balban 

and expanded under alauddin khalji and 
moh. Tughlaq.

➢ Sultans use to aim first at consolidating 
the hinterlands of the garrison towns.eV
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alauddin khalji ghiyasuddin balban moh. Tughlaq.
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➢ During these campaigns, 
forests were cleared in 
ganga Yamuna doab, 
hunters gatherers and 
pastoralists were removed 
from their habitat.

➢ Lands were given to 
peasants for agriculture,  

fortresses,  garrison 

towns were established to 
protect trade routes and to 
promote region trade)eV

idy
art
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agriculture Fortress and garrison towns
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➢ Sultanate started expansion in 
external frontier(an area not 
under Delhi sultanate)

➢ Military expedition started in 
southern India (it was started 
during the reign of alauddin 
khal j i  and ended up with 
(moh. Tughluq)

➢ Sultanate armies captured 
elephants,  horses and 

slaves,  precious metals.

slaves
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elephantshorses

p r ec ious  

m eta ls
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➢ By the end of the 
moh.tughluqs reign after 
150 years, their armies 
started defeating rival 
armies in the subcontinent 
(se ized many c it ies 

collected taxes from 

peasantry,  d ispensed 

just ice )
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A Closer Look:

Admin istrat ion and  

Consol idat ion under  the  

Khal j is  and  Tughluqs

➢ Delhi sultans  had vast 
kingdoms and he needed 
reliable governor and 
administrators.

➢ I ltutmish  favored his special 
slaves for military service 
called bandagan  in Persian.eV

idy
art

hi
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www.evidyarthi.in➢ They were well trained for 

important political offices 
and as they rely on master,  
they are trusted by their 
sultan.

➢ Both khalj is  and 

Tughluqs used bandagan 
and appointed generals 

and governors.

➢ Slaves and clients were loyal 
to their masters but not to 
the heirs.eV

idy
art

hi
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Special slaves for mil itary service
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Important box
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➢ New sultans use to have new 
people and used to remove the 
old ones(this leads to conflicts)

➢ Many people had trouble with 
Delhi sultan as they use to keep 
low base born 
people.(Persian tawarikh 

cr it ic ized the Delhi  sultan)

➢ Sultans like the khalji and 
Tughluq appointed mil itary 
commanders as 
governors.eV

idy
art
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Important box
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called iqta and they as iqtadar 

or muqti .

➢ Duty of muqti- maintain 
law and order,  mil itary 
campaigns ,

➢ salary of  muqtis  and 
soldiers  were extracted 
from the revenue 
col lect ion.

➢ They use to work very efficiently 
because they were assigned for 
a short period ( their heirs cant eV

idy
art

hi
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They provide mil itary support and maintain law and order
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➢ Delhi sultans started visiting hinterland 
and forced samantas (chieftain) to work 
under their authority local chieftain 
have to pay tax too.

➢ Three types of cultivation – kharaj  50 
per cent of  the peasant ’s  
produce,  (2)  on catt le and (3)  on 
houses.

➢  It was difficult to control distant 
provinces like Bengal from Delhi  and 
soon after annexing southern India, the 
entire region became independenteV

idy
art
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peasant ’s  
produce

on houseson catt le 

Taxes 
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➢ Sometimes rulers like Alauddin 

Khalj i  and Muhammad Tughluq 

could force their control in these 
areas but only for a short duration.

➢ Mongol  attacked Delhi during the 
rein of alauddin and moh. Tughluq 
(they mobilize their army).

➢ Alauddin khalji (defense,  

protect )
➢ Moh.Tughluq (offensive,  attack )eV

idy
art

hi
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Alauddin khalji (defense,  
protect)

Moh.Tughluq (offensive,  
attack)
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Genghis khan Delhi
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The Sultanate in the Fifteenth and 
Sixteenth Centuries

➢ Tughluqs,sayyid and Lodi  
dynasties ruled Delhi to Agra until 
1526,as many states like jaunpur,  
Bengal,  malwa,  Gujrat,  south 
India was free.

➢ These independent states were 
prosperous(new ruling groups i.e. 
Afghans and raj  puts came).eV
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Rana PratapBahlul Lodi  S ikh rulers
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➢ Many states were small yet powerful 
ex  –  Sher sha –  sur (1540-1545) 
managed a small territory for his 
uncle in Bihar defeated Mughal 
emperor Humayun (15-30,1555-

1556)
➢ Sher shah captured Delhi (sur 

dynasty ruled for only 15 yrs.  
borrowed administration elements 
from khaliji for efficiency.

➢ Akbar followed Sher sha ‘s model in 
the Mughal empire ( 1550-1605)eV

idy
art
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Important box
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